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A ‘Lconnected graph has a c!eavege 1 mit-virtual edge decomposition which is due to Tutte 
[8]. Cleavage units are either polygons, bonds (planar duals to polygons) or 3-connected simple 
graphs. When ail cleavage units are polygons or bonds, such graphs are caged series-parallel 
networks. The Ulam graph reconstruction conjecture is open for the class of connected graphs 
containing circuits and/or pendant vertices. Such graphs can be expressed uniquely in terms of 
a trunk, a connected subgraph without pendant vertices, and a tree-growth, a forest each 
connected component of which meets the trunk in a unique root vertex. This paper estabiishes 
the reconstruction conjecture when the trunk is a series-parallel network and the tree-growth is
‘non-trivial’. This is accomplished by means of Tutte’s decomposition of the trunk, and group 
theoretical techniques first developed in [2]. Use is made of the restricted nature of the 
automorphism groups of the polygon and bond cleavage units of the trunk, 
1. Intmduction 
The graphs considered in this paper are finite and without loops. Multiple 
edges are allowed. A connected graph is separable if it has a cutvertex. A graph 
G is reconsmtcfuble if, up to isomorphism, it is uniquely determined by its family 
of subgraphs {G -x: x E V(G)}. Disconnected graphs are reconstructable and 
connected separable graphs without a cycle, with only 1 cycle, or with no pendant 
vertices are reconstructable, see [S, 7, and 31. If a connected G has a cycle and a 
pendant vertex then G has an edge disjoint decomposition (called its tree-growth 
decomposition): 
G=G#U7&-UTk, 
where G’ is the maximal subgraph of G each vertex of which has valence ?=3, and 
the z are disjoint rooted trees each rooted in distinct vertices X~ E V(G#) and 
having no other vertices in V(G*). The subgraph G# is termed the trurik of G, 
and T1 U l l - U Tk its tree-growth. Throughout this paper expressions like a “tree 
rooted in G” refer to the trees of this decomposition, rooted in this way. 
Let P(G) be the set of pendant vertices of G. Two graphs G and X are vertex 
equiuufent if (P(G)1 = IP(H)( and there exis? 1:abellings of the elements P(G) and 
P(H) such that G - Uj G H - Zlj when Uj E P(G) and Vi E P(H) for I d i d (P(G)I. 
Define root tiomorphism as follows: If Si, T are graphs with roots Xi E 
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yi E V(K), respectively, then a rood isomorphism (Sip xi) s (T, yi) is a graph 
isomorphism 5” z T taking xi onto yi. 
The following theorem is proved in [a]. 
~~rernl. SuppseG=G#UT,U==oUTkandH=If~U~~U***UShu~ehee 
growth decompositions. Suppose G and H are pendbnt vertex equivalent. If 
w l l l U Tk iis not a single edge, a 2-path rooted in the divalerst vertex, or 2 
disjoint edges, then k = h and there e&ts G. relabelling of the 5 such that 
(T, Xi) s ($9 yi) for 1 s i s k. 
Theorem 1 reduced the reconstruction of separable graphs to uniquely rooting 
the trees of the tree-growth in the trunk. This rooting is unique in some cases as a 
group theoretic consequence, [2]. Another reconstruction l-nethod makes use of a 
decomposition of G* itself. If G# is separable and the center C(G) of the 
block-cutvertex tree of G* is a cutvertex, then G is reconstructable, [4]. If C(G) 
is a block then G is reconstructable if for some branch B of G and a non-cut 
vertex u of B, B - u is not root isomorphic to a branch, [6]_ Here G has an 
edge-disjoint decomposition G = C(G) U BI U l l . U B,, where C(G) is the center 
of the biock-cutvertex tree of Glt and B l,. . . , Bk are connected graphs each Bi 
meeting C(G) in a unique root vertex 6i. When C(G) is a cutvertex b, the Bi - bi 
are connected and bi = b for 1 s i s k. When C(G) is a block of G, the Bi are 
pairwise disjoint. Then C(G) is the central cutvertex or central block respectively 
of G and BI, . . . , Bk are the branches of G. 
In this paper the graphs in a class of connected separable graphs with 
2-connected trunks are reconstructed. In some cases a G -x, where x is not 
pendant, will be used. Thus the reconstruction done in this paper is G- 
reconstruction, (Ulam-reconstruction) in the terminology of [6]. 
2. Tatte’s cleavage anit-virtual edge decompotition of a Zconnected gra@ 
Let G be a 2-connected graph. Let {x, y} be a 2-cutset of G, i.e., G - {x, y} 
has at least two connected components. An {x, y}-component is a connected 
subgraph of G obtained from a component D of G - (x, y} by adjoining to D any 
edges with one end in V(D) and one in {x, y}, or by adjoining to (x, y) all the 
edges of G with both ends in {x, y}. The latter type of component, when it exists, 
is termed the bond or trivial 20component a {x, y ). 
Chapter 11 of [8] gives a detailed theory of the cleavage unit decomposition of 
a 2,connected graph, which is summarized below. Let C be an {x, y}-component. C
is said to be an excisable component iff lE(C)j s 2, jE(:c)( 3 2, where C U #? = 6, 
Cn c is edgeless, and either C or C is 2-connected. G has no excisable 
component (for any (x, y) s e of the following lolds: G is 
3-connected, G is a bond, o bond is a connected loopless 
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graph on exactly two vertices. The 2-cutset {x, y} is said to be a &ge iff there 
exists an excisable {x, y }-component. 
A set of graphs O(G) is said to be a set of cleavage units iff (i) V(G) = {G} if 
G is 3-connected or a band or a polygon, and (ii) V(G) = (&(G; {x, y}) = 
V(Gl) U %(Gz), where {x, y} is a hinge of G with an excisable component C, 
GI = C U H, Gz = c U H, and H is a link graph, consisting of a single edge A with 
ends x and y, A $ E(G). Then A is said to be a virtud edge of G and the graphs 
GI and Gz are said to share the virtual edge A, see Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
Let V = C’(G; {x’, y’}) = %‘(GJ U %‘(Gz) be another set of cleavage units 
for G. Then there exists a correspondence between S_ and %’ as follows: Let V 
and V’ respectively denote the set of virtual edges that appear in the graphs 
belonging to Ce and %’ respectively. Then there exists a bijection f : I++ U E(G)-+ 
V’ U E(G) such that (i) is the identity map on E(G), and (ii) is U if a cleavage 
unit belonging to V, then the graph U’ consisting of the edges belonging to 
(f(e): e E E(U)} and their incident vertices belongs to %’ and conversely. 
Let T(G) be the graph with vertex set U(G), and edge set V. Two vertices of 
T(G) are adjacent iff as cleavage units of q(G) they share a virtual edge. Then 
T(G) is a tree, see Fig. 2. 
ds The statement of the main 
of limb classes 
Fig. 2. 
theore 
The main theorem of the paper can now be stated. 
eore . Suppm? G has a tree-growth decomposition i Fhich she tree-growth 
is ncllt a si@e edge, a 2-path rooted in the divalent vertex or two disjoint edges. lf 
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6* is 2-connected aad r*o cleavage unit of G# is 3=connected, then G is 
reconstructable. 
A 2.connected graph in which no tieavage unit is 3-connected is often called a 
se~es-pardlet network. Suppose G* is a series-parallel network and that C is the 
center of T(G”). (If T(G’) is bicent T!:, kt SC be the bond in the center.) Then C :
is a polygon or a bond. The proof depends on A(C), the automorphism group of 
C acting ou V(C), being a subgroup of the dihedral group. 
Earlier, a description was given of an edge-disjoint decomposition of a 
connected graph G into the center C(G) of G* and certain branches Bl, . . . , Bk 
rooted onto the center at single vertices. In this section, au edge-disjoint 
decomposition f G into C and certain limbs K1, . . . , Kk rooted in C at 2-cutsets 
will be defiaed. The limbs will be partitioned into equivalence lasses, and it will 
be shown in Proposition 3 that (except for one case) the limb classes are uniquely 
determined by {G -x: x E P(G)}. In Sections 4and 5, which treat the bond and 
polygon cases of C separately, it will be shown that the placement of the limbs on 
C cau also be uniquely determined, using {G - X: x E P(G)} in the bond case and 
{G - X: x E V(G)} in the polygon case. Since the exceptional case noted above is 
settled in these latter sections, this gives a proof of Theorem 2. 
Any tree rooted in C is Wed a tree limb. If G* = C these are of course all the 
“Jmbs at C. Other ‘&nbs, which will now be defined, are called noB&ee limbs. Let 
U be any cleavage unit distinct from C that shares a virtual edge with C. Let x 
and y be the ends of the virtual edge U shares with C. Suppose U is a polygon. 
Then C is a bond with at least hree edges. The vertices of U are in au excisable 
{x, y}-component. The union of this component, the virtual edge it shares with 
C, and any trees rooted in it outside {x, y}, is a limb K. 
Suppose II is bond. Then C is a polygon with at least hree edges. The union of 
all excisable {z, yj-coapcpraents of G* except he component containing V(C)\ 
{x, y}, together with the v&ual edge U shares with C, and any trees rooted in 
these components outside {x, y }, is a limb K. Suppose K is a nontree limb of G 
defined as above. Then x , y are said to be root; of K and are the only vertices of 
K incident with edges not in K. The limb K ;1s rooted in C at {x, y}. Note that the 
trunk K’ of K has its own cleavage unit-virtual edge decomposition induced by 
that Df 6’. Also K” is 2-connected and contains the roots X, y of the limb K, see 
Fig. 3. 
Let K denote a limb at C. Then K is treed if there are trees rooted in 
V(lQ\V(C), otherwise a limb is treeless. Suppose K is a nontree limb. A limb 
&ss [K] is the set of limbs K’ such that there exists an isomorphism q : K-J+ K’ 
such that W((a, b)) = {a, 6) where {a, b} = V(K) n V(C), the set of roots of K. 
Such an isomorphism is called a root isomorpkism between the limbs K and K’. If 
] is defined similarly. A limb class consisting of treed limbs is a 
ise it is 
V(C). 
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Fig. 3. The limbs of G at C. 
When the dependence on G is clear from context this will be written simply as 
ml(#). The multiplicity of K in G - x will be expressed m(K) in G - X. 
This paper involves reconstructing the isomorphism type of a graph G with 
a tree-growth decomposition from the isomorphism types for the family 
{G - X: x E V(G)}. In the special case considered here most of the work is done 
by considering the subfamily {G - X: x E P(G)], which can be readily determined 
from the full family. The subfamily is so useful because, if x E P(G), then 
(G - 2)’ = G’, and so the center C of G can be determined in G -x. Moreover, 
if K is the limb of G with x E P(K), then the limbs of G -x are just the limbs of 
G distinct from K, plus K --x if K is not just a single edge. Thus reconstruction is 
tantalizingly close; for some such G - X, to recognize which limb is K - x and to 
restore it to K in a way which produces G. As a first step the following 
proposition shows that, with one exceptional case, the limb classes [K] of G and 
their multiplicity m(K) can be determined from {G - x: x E P(G)}. 
Proposition 3. Suppose G has a tree-growth deconbposition i which G# is a 
series-parallel network and the tree-growth is not a single edge, two disjoint edges 
or two edges rooted in a single vertex. Assume that G has at least two treed limbs. 
Then each limb clazs [K] of G and its multiplicity m(K) is determined by the family 
{G --x:x E P(G)}. 
When T is a tree limb of hen [T) and m(T) can be determined from 
--x:x E P(G)} by Theorem oreover, if G has any tree limb then G -X 
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for x E P(G) can be distinguished such that all non-tree limbs are present in 
G - x, hence in this case the non-tree limb classes’ [K] and m(K) can be 
determined also. Without loss of generality then assume that G has no tree limbs. 
Assume also the hypothesis that G has zt least two treed limbs. This can be 
recognized, since the tree-growth is not one or two disjoint edges, and so some 
v E P(G) exists such that G - v has at least two treed limbs. 
Let K be a treed limb of G and x E P(K). Then K -x is not a treed Eimb of 
G -x when w(K) = 1 and is a treed limlb of G -x when w(K) 2 2. Thus if G has 
t 3 ‘i treed limbs then G -x has t - 1 treed limbs when w(K) = 1 and t when 
w(K) 3 2. The proof now divides into three cases based on this observation. 
C’me 1. Suppose G has a treed limb K with w(K) = 1 and a treed limb K’ With 
w(K’j 2 2. 
Choose x, y E P(G) so that G -x has one fewer treed limb than G - y. Then 
x E P(K) and y E P(K’), where K, K’ are limbs of G as occur in this case. K’ wiU 
be the on!y limb L zch that m(G -x, L) = m(G -y, L.) +- 1. Since m(G - 
x, L) = m(G, K’) both [K’] and m(K’) can be determined. To determine [K] and 
m(K) two cases must be considered. Firstly suppose there is only one limb L such 
that m(G -y, L) > m(G -x, L). Then L = K and m(G, K) = m(G -y, L) - 1. 
Hence [K] and m(K) can be determined. Secondly, suppose K, K’, x, and y 
cannot be chosen so that there is only one limb L such that m(G -y, L) > 
m(G - x, Lj. Tha K:’ - y is not a limb of G and there are two limbs El and L2 
such that for i = 1,2 
m(G -x, Li) < m(G - YP Lib 
Some Li (W.l.0.g. i = 1) is not among the K’ - y and hence L1 = K and [K] and 
m(K) caa be determined. 
[&I and m(&) are now determined for limbs K1 $ [K] and K1 e[K’]. In 
general, if E E P(G), then 
m(G, K) - 1 s m(G - z, K) s m(G, K) + 1. 
Assume for some z E P(G), that m( G - z, K) = m(G, K) + 1. It follows that 
and 
m(G, K,) = m(G - z, K1), when w(K,) s w(K) (25 z e p(K$, 
m(G, K,) = m(G -x, KI), when w(K,) > w(K) (as x $ P(Kd). 
Assume for all z E P(G) that m(G, K) - 1 s m(G - z, K) s m(G, K). In particu- 
lar m( G - y, K) s m( G, K); whence K’ - y Q [K]. Then 
y)=m(G-x,K’-y)=m(G-y,K’-y)-1, 
p is any ‘limb of G -v&h KI $ [K’ - y], thea 
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and 
m(G, K1) = m(G -x, K,) when ~(6, K,) > w(G, K) (as Kl$ IKI). 
Case 2. Suppose w(K) = 1 for all treed limbs K of G. 
Assume for some treed limb K of 6 that m(G -x, K) is constant for all 
x E P(G). Then all treed limbs are in [K] in 6. Also K appears in all G -x, as 
w(K) = 1 and the tree-growth as at least two edges. Then 
m(G, K) = ?n(G -x, K) + 1, 
m(G, K -x) = m(G -x, K -x) - I (could be zero), 
wt(G, K1) = m(G -xt K,), 
where K1 is any treeless limb, K1 $ [K 0x1. Assume for all treed limbs K of G 
that m(G -x, K) is not constant for all x E P(G). Then, since [K] is never 
augmeuted 
m(G, K) = IWax(m(G -x, K)) for all x E P(G). 
Also, K -x is known in G -x as m(G, K) is known, and so for the non treed 
limbs 
m(G, K-x)=m(G-x, K-x)-l, 
and 
m(G, K1) = m(G -x, K,), 
where K, is any treeless limb, K1 $ [K - x]. 
Qase 3. Suppose w(K) 3 2 for every treed limb K of G. 
Consider the G - x and choose a treed limb class [K’] with w (K ‘) minimal. 
Then [K’] is not a limb class of G as the weight of Kc is <2. Denote by K’ + x the 
treed limb of G such that (K’ +x) - x = K’. 
Case 3.1. Suppose there exists a treed limb class [K] of G such that w(K) > 
w(K’) -k 1. If K exist: it will be recognizable in G - x. Moreover 
and 
m(G, K) = m[G -x, K), 
m(G, K) = m(G -y, K) + 1 iff y E P(K). 
Thus the y E P(K) are determined. Note that 
m(G-y, K-y)=m(G, K-y)+l. 
en K-yE[K’+x] 
m(G-x, K-y)=m(G, K-y)-1. 
When K-y$[K’+x] 
m(G -x, -y)=m(G, K-Y), 
because K - y $ [K’] by assumption. Thus 
m(G-x,K-y)+Wm(G-y,K-y)sm(G-x, K-y)+2. 
Assume m(G - y, K - y) = m(G -x, K - y) + 2 for some yE P(K). (This can be 
recognized.) Then K - y E [K’ +x], which identifies K’ +x, and 
m(G,K’+x)=m(G-y,K’+x)-1. 
If [K,] is any limb class of G with K1 $ [K’ +x1, it can be distinguished in G -x, 
as w(K1) > w(K’), then 
m(G, K1) = m(G -x9 KI). 
Asswne m(G-y,K-y)=m(G-x, K-y)+1 for allyEP(K). Then K-ye 
[K’+x], andm(G-y,K’+x)=m(G-x, K’+x)+l, so 
m(G,K’+x)=m(G -x, K’+x)+l, 
and 
m(G, K-y)=m(G-x, K-y). 
Here [K’ +x] is identified as the only limb class of G -y satisfyin:: the above 
condition distinct from [K - y]. If [K,] is a limb class of G with K1 $ iit’ +x] and 
K1 $ [K - y], then 
m(G, K1) = m(G -x, K1). 
Such classes can all be identified in G -x. 
Case 3.2. Suppose w(K) = w(K’) + 1 for all limb classes K of G. This case follows 
by an argument similar to that given in Case 2. cl 
It remains to root the limbs on C uniquely. Suppose C is a bond. Let 
V(C) = {a, b}. A nontree limb K of G is symmetric if there exists a root 
isomorphism ly E But(K) such that ~(a) = b, where {a, b} is the set of roots of K. 
Otherwise K is asymmetic. An asymmetric limb K is oriented if one root vertex is 
distinguished as+ and the other as -. These vertices will be denoted (K), and 
(K) respectively. If K’ E [K], then K’ is oriented so that (K’), is the image of 
(K)i’under the root isomorphism between K’ and K. If KLI is asymmetric then 
K* can be uniquely oriented so that (KZI), = (K),. 
A limll class [K] k casymmek. if tht gumber of copies of K with (K), = a is 
unequal to the number of copies of K with (K)- = a, for some root vertex a of AK. 
Otherwise a limb class is symmetric. When K is asymmetric the vertex identified 
e greatest number of +‘s on copies of K is denoted [K], and the number 
of such copies is denoted by m \ +lG, K) Then [K]_ and m_(G, K) are defined 
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similarly. If K is asymmetric but [K] symmetric then the choice of [K]+ and [K]_ 
is not determined but m+(G, K) = m-(G, K). if the dependence on G is clear 
from context hen the notation is simplified to m+(K) and m_(K). 
Several emmas used in Section 4 are stated and proved. 
Lemma 0. Let [K] be a nontree limb class. Then it can be determined from 
{G --x:x E P(G)} if [K] is symmetric or asymmetric and m,.(K) can be 
determined as well- 
Proof. If K is symmetric then [K] is symmetric. Assume then that K is 
asymmetric. If m(K) = 1, [K] is asymmetric and m(K) = 1. Suppose m(K) 3 3. 
Suppose that K is not a treed limb. Suppose y E P(G) exists such that [K] is not 
augmented in G - y. Then it can be determined from G - y if [K] is symmetric or 
asymmetric, and also the value of m+(K). 
Suppose alternatively that [K] is always augmented. Then for any treed limb K 
and y E P(K1), K1 - y E [K] and w(K,) = 1. Suppose K1 is symmetric. Then G is 
G - y with any copy of K restored to a copy of K1. Then the symmetry of [K] and 
m+(K) is known as G is known. Suppose K1 is asymmetric. Suppse m(K1) 3 3. 
Suppose ii& --- w+;v” - j, &j is constant. Then either m+(G -y, K1) = 
m(G, K1) - 1, [K,] is asymmetric, and m+(G, K,) =m(G, K& or [K,] is 
symmetric, In this case m+(G, K,) = m_(G, K,) and thus G is G -q y with a cqy 
of K replaced by a copy of K1 oriented so that [&I+ = (K1)+ or [K,], = (K,)_ in 
the respective cases. 
Suppose m(K1) = 2. Then there is a second limb class [K2] because w(K,) = 1 
and the tree-growth is not just two disjoint edges, and X2- z E [K] by 
assumption. However in G - z, z E P(K,), the whole limb class [K,] from G 
appears o [KJs symmetry can be determined and this case then is settled as the 
case m(KJ a 3. 
Suppose m(K1) = 1. There must be two other singleton limb classes [K2] and 
[K3]. Further Ki - Xi E [K], for Xi E P(Ki), by assumption. The Ki are asymmetric, 
by assumption. In G -x1, it can be determined if (&)+ = (KS)+. Then G can be 
obtained from G -x2 by replacing a copy of K with a copy of IX& with (K2)+ 
determined by (KS)+. Hence # can be determined as G is known. 
Suppose [K] is treed. Suppose [K] is not augmented in some G -y, y E: P(G). 
We are done unless [K] is the only treed class. Assume then that every tree is 
rooted in some member 0: [K]. If Kg is asymmetric then the symmetry of [K] can 
be determined in any G - y as all copies of K# appear. Suppose that K# is 
symmetric. Suppose m(K) 3 3. This is like the case m(K1) 2 3. 
Suppose m(K) = 2. If the forest rooted in KS is a tree, G ifn reconstructable as 
G can be obtained from G - y by replacing T - y By T. If the forest is not a tree 
then, as KS is symmetric, there is a tree T rooted in K such that any root 
automorphism of KS switching roots doe; not map the root of T to the root of a 
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tree S such that S = T. Assume wlog w(T) 3 w(S). Then there is a tree U rooted 
in K# such that in G - pi, u E P(U), T appears in K - u and determines (K), for 
the missing copy of K. Hence m+(K) and the symmetry of [K] can be 
determined. 
Suplz~se there is a G -r in wplich [K] is augmented. Let K1 be a treed limb 
such that K1 - y E [K]. Then [K,] appears in G -K, x E P(K), so the symmetry of 
[K,] is known. If [K,] is symmetric or asymmetric with m(K1) 2 2, then G can be 
reconstructed by previously mentioned methods, 
Suppose that m(&) = 1. The only case not settled by previous methods is 
m(K) = 2. Each copy of K can be oriented with + on K1 in the G -x, where x is 
pendant vertex of the other copy of K. Hence [K] is asymmetric if (K), = (K,), 
or (K), = (K1)- for both copies of K. Otherwise [K] is symmetric. 0 
L~IIMIU 1. Suppose G has a treed asymmetric limb class [K,] with m(K) 22. 
Suppose there exists a pendant vertex u of KI so that K1 - u $ [&] for every treed 
limb class [K3]. Then G is reconstructable. 
proof, Choose K1 and u E P(KI) so that m+(G - u, K1) is maximum over all 
K; E [K,] and u’ E P(K;), where K; -u’ = K1 - u (root isomorphism). Then two 
cases apply. 
(a) If m+(G - u), K$I is constant, then (K& = [K,], for all Ki E [K,]. 
(b) If m+(G -u’, Ki) is not constant, then (Ki), = [K,]_ and m+(G, K,) = 
m+(G - u, KI). 
If w(K, - u) 2 1, then K1 - u is not a limb of G and hence can be recognized in 
G - u. Then G is obtained from G - u by replacing K1 - u with a copy of K1 
where (K,)+ = [K1]+ in Case (a) and (K,), = [K,]_ in Case (b). Suppose 
uq& - 2) = 0. If K1 -u = Kf is asymmetric then forrm G from G - u by 
replacing K1 -u by K1 with the same orientation, where K1 -u is chosen 
in G -u so that (K, -u), = [K,], in Case (a) and (K, -u)+ = [K,]_ in 
Case (b). q 
2. Suppose G has a symmetric class of treed limbs [K,] such that for some 
pendant vertex u of K1, K1 - u & [KJ, for every treed limb K3 of G. Then 4; is 
reconstructable from (G - u: u e P(G)). 
se K1 Is symmetric. If w(K, - u) = 0, then K1 - u is symmetric. 
- u with any copy of K1 - u replaced by K1. If w(K, - u) 3 1, then 
‘s not a limb of G and hence can be recognized in G - u. Then G is G - u 
u replaced by &. If & is asymmetric, then ,x(X,) 2 2 and the 
argument proceeds as in Lemma l(b). 0 
Suppose G has a (treed) limb class [K2] with m(KJ * 2, such that 
d some treed limb K3 of 6. Then G is 
Proof. By Lemma 0, the symmetry of lu, and K3, and m+(&) and m+(&), can 
be determined if Kz and K3 are asymmetric. Suppose K3 is symmetric. Then 
replace any copv of _Y3 in G - u by K2, ensuring that m+( K2) is restored if K2 k 
asymmetric. Suppose K3 is asymmetric and suppose K2 is also asymmetric. Then 
extend some copy of K3 in G - u to K2 so that m,(K,) is restored. Since the 
extension is unique, we reconstruct G. Suppose K3 is asymmetric and K2 is 
symmetric. Then we can find the same u in K2 so that $m,(G - u, K3) = m+(G, &j + 
1. Then we replace a copy of K3 in G - u by K2 so that m+(G, K3) is 
restored. Cl 
Lemma 3A. Suppose G has a treed symmetric limb K2* Suppose for some u 
P(K2), K2 - u E [K,], where K1 is an asymmetrk limb. If m,(K,! and m+(K2) are 
known, then G is reconstructable. 
Proof. Since K2 is symmetric there is a root isomorphism v such that q(a) = b. 
Let u’ = q(u). Now under q K2 - u+ K2 - u’ and u # u’ since K2 - u E [K,] and 
K1 is asymmetric. Also (K2 - u), = (K2 - ad)-. Hence u can be chosen so that 
m+(G - u, K,) = m+(G, K1) + 1. Then G can be obtained replacing a copy of K1 
in with (K,), = [K,], in G -u with K2. Cl 
Proof of the bond case of Theorem 2. If the number of edges of trees rooted in C 
is greater than 1, let T be a tree on fewest edges rooted in C. Then in G - X, 
x E V(T), T - x is a vertex a or b or the tree with strictly fewest edges rooted in a 
or b. In either case the vertex a or b can be recognized, and we root T in this 
vertex in G -x to obtain G. If only one tree, consisting of a single edge is rooted 
in C, Then it will be considered a treed asymmetric limb class [K] with m(K) = I. 
This convention does not conflict with Proposition 3 or Lemmas 0, 1,2, 3. 
Suppose two treed limbs exist. Suppose K1 is a tree for which w(K,) is minimal 
but positive. If K1 is symmetric then G is reconstructable by Lemma 2. We may 
thus assume that K1 is asymmetric. By Lemma 1,3, and 3 we may assume that all 
treed limb classes [K] have m(K) = 1. Suppose there are treed limb classes [Kij, 
[K2] and [K,]. Without loss of generality, we may assume there exists y E P(K,) 
such that K2 - y Q [K& 
Suppose K3 is asymmetric. Suppose K2 - y $ [K,]I. Then it can be determined if
(KS)+ = (Ml)+ in G - y. If for x E P(K,), m(G, K1 -x) = I, G is reconstructable. 
Otherwise w(KJ = 1. If K1 --x is symmetric any copy can be extended to K1 with 
(K,), = (K3)+ or (K1)+ = (KS)_ as determined in G -y. If K1 --x is asymmetric 
K1 -x can be embedded in K1 in only one way so that (K, -x)+ = (K,),. Hence 
G is reconstructable. 
Suppose k& -y E [K,]. If for some such y, m+(G - y, KJ = m+(G, 
the argument is as above. Such a y would exist if K2 were symmetri 
argument of Lemma 3A. Thus if it is always the case that m+(G -y, &j z 
m+(G, K1), K2 is asymmetric and the two copies of 
oriented. Both K2 and K3 appear in G -x. It can be 
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or (&)+ = (&)_. Then G can be reconstructed from G -y by replacing the 
appropriate copy of & by &. 
Suppose K3 is symmetric. Suppose Ez - z E [&I. Then either because & is 
symmetric and any copy of & in G - z can be replaced by K3, to obtain G or 
because & is asymmetric and Lemma 3A applies, G is reconstructable. 
Suppose & - t $ [P(2! Since we can assume & - a: $ [M,] by the case above it 
& is asymmetric t can be determined if (&j+ = (&)+ or (&)+ = (K&. Then in 
G -x, x E P(K,) any copy of & --x that can be restored to Ki with the proper 
orientation can be replaced by &, with this orientation to obtain G. 
Suppose K2 is symmetric. Then G is reconstructable by Lemma 2 or there is a 
y E P(&) such that & -y E [K], a treed limb class. G is reconstructable by 
Lemma 3A or K is a symmetric limb. In this case any copy of K in G - y can be 
replaced by & to obtain G. 
Suppose Kl and K2 are the only treed limbs. Hence w&)32, by the 
assumption i  the theorem. The proof proceeds by induction on the number n of 
cleavage units which are polygons in %(Kg). 
Suppose II = 1. Suppose K1 is an edge rooted in CL. Then the edge distance 
between II and the root of each tree T rooted in KF can be determined. Hence if 
u E P(T) then G is G -u with T rooted the known edge distance from u. If 
O(K,) has 2 or more polygonal cleavage units then the same arguments work as 
K1 is asymmetric an d no u E P(K2) is such that K2 - u E [K,]. 
Suppose %(Kr) has a unique polygonal cleavage unit. Suppose w(K,) 32. 
Then K1 - v can be distinguished in G - V, for v E P(KI). Suppose there is a pair 
of vertices c and d in Kr which are the same distance from Q and t resp~ctivcly 
and in which are rooted trees (one tree may have no edges) with total edge 
weight 22. The argument follows the case where the total edge weight of trees 
rooted in {a, b} is 22. 
If the unique polygon of %(K1) is odd and there is a tree T rooted in the vertex 
of Kl equidistant from u and b, then G is clearly reconstructable, from G - X, 
where x E P(T). Hence we may assume there exists a pir of vertices c and d of 
Kf in which trees are rooted such that c and (i are the two least edge distances 
from u and b, and d is closer to {u, b 1. TLet K E P(T j, where T is rooted in c. 
Then in G -x, since K1 is known, c: is recognizable and G is reconstructable. 
Suppose w(K1) = 1. If K*- u $ [K,] for all u E P(K,), then the argument 
folkows as in the case Kl is an edge. Suppose Kz - u E [K,] for u e F(K*). If Kz IS 
symmetric, then G is reconstructable by Lemma 38. If K2 is asymmetric and if 
m+(G - u, Kl) = 2, then either copy of K, can be extended to Ka. Sinze K2 is 
known the location of the root of the tree containing u is distinguishable in G - u. 
If for some v E P(Kz), K2 - v $ [KJ, then K1 in G - v can be used to distinguish 
the root of the tree containing a% in Kz - V, since v and the pendant vertex of K1 
8s mated the same distance from different vertices of (a, b}. Otherwise 
+=(Kz-u)_= )_ and G can be obtained from G -x, x E P(K,). 
Suppose cd> 1. Let P be the polygon of %(K*) that shares a virtual edge with 
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C. Without l0SS of generality assume P is an even polygon. If P is an odd wlygon A 
the argument is similar. Let c and d be the two ends of the edge of p2 opposite 
the edge p2 shares with C. Suppose c is closest o Q and d is closest o 6. Let K3 be 
the union of excisable components at {c, d} of KF, except the one containing 
{a, b}, and any trees rooted in them outside {c, d}. Let G(P,,) be the union of 
all {a, c)-components of G except the one containing 6. G(Pbd) is defined 
similarly. 
Suppose K1 is an edge or K2 - u $ [K,] for all u E P(K,). Suppose w(G(B,,) U 
G(PbJ) 3 2. If all trees are rooted in G(P,,), then G(P,) - u, for u E P(G(P,,)) 
is recognizable in K2 - u. Hence G is reconstructed by replacing G(P,,) - u by 
G(Pac). Suppose 1 s w(G(Pbd)) s w(G(P,,)). Then G(Pbd) - u is recognizable in 
&-ii, for u E P(G( Pbd)) and G is reconstructable. 
Suppose w(G(P,,) U G(PbJ) = 1. Then w(K3) 2 1. In G - v, v E P(K,), it can 
be determined if (K,), is 4 or b as w(G(P,,)) = i and w(G(Pbd)) = 0. In G - u, 
u E P(G(P,)) a is recognizable so G is reconstructable. Suppose w(G( Pa=) U 
G(Pbd)) = 0. Suppose there is no + : G(P,)-, G(Pbd) with #(a) = b and e(c) = d, 
that is G(P,,) 9 G(Pbd). Then in G - V, ‘p? E I~(,!&), it can be determined if 
(K2)+ = (K1)+ or (K2)+ = (K1)_. Since Kz- v is recognizable, G is reconstruc- 
table. If G(P,) = G(Pbd) only K3 is relevant for reconstructive purposes. Hence 
G is reconstructed using K3 in place of K-. with c identified with Q and d with 6. 
Since U(K3) has less thawn polygonal ckvage units, G is leconstructable by 
induction. 
Suppose K2- u E [lu,], for some u E P(K2). Then K;, G(Q& G(Q& can 
be defined for K1. If w(G(Q==) U G( Q&) 2 2, then G is reconstructable as 
in the case w(G(Pac) U G(Pbd)) a2, above. If w(G(Q,) U G(Q&) = I and 
w(K;) 3 1, then, in G -y, y E V(K3), K1 -y can be distinguished and since 
G(Qae) qk G(Q& there is only one way to extend K1 - y to K1. We may assume 
w(K;) = 0. 
Suppose w(G(Q=J U G(Q&) = 1. If w(&) 3 1, then K2 - u E [KJ and 
w(K;) = 0 imply w(K3) = 1 and u E P(K3) as K3 - u E [K,]. It can be determined 
if (K,)+ = (Kz)+ in G - CL Hence G is reconstructable. We may assume 
w(K3) = 0. If m+(G - ‘-‘, K1) = 2, for u E P(K5), either copy of Kr is extendable 
to K2 as w(G(P,,) u G(P,,)) = 2. Suppose m+(G -u, K,) = 1. suppose K3 is 
asymmetric. Then in G - U, u E P(K2) it can be determined if (K2 - u), = (K,),. 
Hence G is reconstructable from G -x, x E P(K,) via K; and KS. 
Suppose KS is symmetric. Suppose G(P,,) = G(PbJr then K2 is symmetric and 
G is* reconstructable by Lemma 3A. If G(P,,) 9 G(&,d), then G(P,,) - u is 
recognizable in G - U, u E P(K2). Hence G is reconstructable. 
Suppose w(G((Z,,) u G(Q&:r =0, then w(K;) 3 1. If K2 is symmetric, then 
since K2 - u E [K,], G(k) z G(hd) and w(G(P,,) U G(Pbd)) =0 so G is re- 
constructable by induction on n. 
Suppose K2 is asymmetric. Suppose G(Qoe) + G(Qbd) Then in G - Y, 
y E V(K;) it can be determined if (K,), = (K2)+. ence G is reconstructable. 
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Suppse G(Q=J = G(Q&. If w(G(P,,) U G(Pbd)) = 0, then G is reconstructable 
by induction. If w(G(P,,) U G(PiJ) = 1, then in G - y, y E P(&), & - y $ [KJ. 
Hence it can be determined if (K,), = (&)+ and G is reconstruct&ble. 
Suppose there is a single treed limb K. The proof proceeds by induction on the 
number of polygonal cleavage units %(K”). If the number of polygonal cleavage 
units of @(Kg) is 1, then the argument is straightforward. Suppose the number of 
polygonal cleavage unit of V(K”) is greater than or equal to 2. Let P be the 
polygonal cleavage unit of Kg sharing a virtual edge with C. Suppose without loss 
of generality that P is even and define G(P,,), G(Pbd), and K3 8s above. 
If w(G(P,,) U G(Pbd)) 2 2, then G(PaC) -x or G(Pbd) --x can be distinguished 
in G -x, and G is reconstrtictable. Suppose w(G(P,,) U G(Pbd)) = 1. Then 
;v( K3) 3 2. Now c and d can be distinguished in G - y, for y E P(K3) by the edge 
rooted in G(P,,) or G(Pbd). Hence G can be reconstructed at {c, d} as in the case 
where Kl is an edge. Suppose w (G( P,,) U G ( Pbd)) = 0. Then G can be re- 
constructed at {c, d} by previous methods if there are two excisable components 
at {c, d} in Kf which are treed. Note if G(P,,) = G(Pbd) this is again like the case 
K1 is an edge. If there is only 1, Ra, then t’rm m a u **umber of polygonal cleavage units 
of %(R”) <the number of polygonal cleavage units of Q(K*) and G is 
reconstructable by induction. 
The above proof only uses the deck {G - X: x E P(G)} and tie fact C is 
recognizable in every card of the deck. Therefore if we can always recognize a 
pair of vertices in the deck then G is reconstruc+~hr~ If C +he nantpr of T(G), is CU”.“. a* v, CZ.lLY -1. ” 
the union of a bond and a polygon, and {c, d} is the set of shared vertices, then 
G can be reconstructed as {c, d) can be recognized in every G - X, x pendant. 
5. e case C is a polygon 
Two asymmetric limbs K1 and K2 are in a (+ +) orientation if there is a path in 
C with origin (K,),, terminus (K2)+, and with (K1)_ and (K& not internal to 
the path. A (- -) orientation is defined in the analogous way. Otherwise K1 and 
K2 are in a (+ -) orientation. 
If in G - u, u E P(KI), the roots of K1 - u are recognizable, K2 is recognizable, 
and the orientation of MI and K2 is known, then G is G - u with K1 - u replaced 
by a copy of K1 with the known orientation with respect to K2. If K is a 
symmetric limb and the roots of K --x are recognizable, then G is G -x with 
K - x replaced by K. In either case, G is termed reconstmctuble by (*). 
A gap I!. is defined to be the union of a path P in C and the limbs of G whose 
root sets lie entirely within V(P). Then L is arymmetric if there is no 11 E Aut( L) 
sending P into P and mapping the initial vertex of P into the terminal vertex. 
symmetric. A boundary of a gap is a nontree limb with exactly one 
A gap with 2 distinct boundaries each a copy of and with no 
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copy of K rooted in P is a K-gap. A (K, &)-gap is defined similarly. The width of 
a gap is the edge length of P. If K is asymmetric a K-gap has an orientation 
(+ +)9 (- -), or (+ -) depending on whether or not the initial and terminal 
vertices of P are + or - vertices of the boundaries K. A gap L which is 
asymmetric will also be given an orientation independent of the orientation 
determined by its boundaries Two gaps L and L’ with paths P and P’ in C are 
isomorphic if there exists a graph isomorphism q : L+ L’ that maps P into P’. 
With this definition multiplicity m(L) and the gap-class [L] can be d&red as they 
were for limbs. Two K-gaps L and L’ with paths P and P’ in C are isomorphic if 
when L and L’ are extended to include their boundaries, there is a graph 
isomorphism between the extended gaps L1 ami ii. 
The following lemma is used repeatedly in the remainder of the proof. Its use 
marks a departure from the strictly pendant vertex reconstruction uSed to this 
point. 
Lemmna 4. Suppose the center C of T(G#) is a polygon and [K] is a class of limbs 
of G. Suppose there exist 3 limbs K,, &, K3 none of which are members of [K] 
such that for some vertex ui of Ki, 1 s i = 3, the center of T(G#) is the center of 
T((G - ui)“) and Ki - ui $ [K]. If in addition C is the center of T((G - y)*) for 
some y E V(K), then G is reconstructable. 
iFroof. If G is not reconstructable then there exists a graph H such that G 9 H 
and G and H are vertex equivalent. Since for every limb K of G, {G -x, x E 
P(G)) determines m(K), G and H have the same limb classes with the same 
multiplicities. Hence if {J/J: G - u = H - v}, where I. E V(K,) and v E V(L,), 
then L1 E [K,], provided the center of T((G - a)“) is C. 
Fiy hypothesis there exists at least one such deletion for each Ki and fdr every 
limb in [K]. If K1 is symmetric and the roots of Ml are mapped to the roots of L1 
under q, then 11 can be extended to an isomorphism of G and EL Hence 
q(K, - u) = L;, where L; # L1 - v. If K1 is asymmetric, q does not map (K1)+ 
to (L,), and (K1)- to (L1)_ or G is again isomorphic to H. If K1 is a tree, q does 
not map Kt -u to Ls - v or G is isomorphic to H. Suppose vi: G - ui E 
H - Vi, where Ui E V(Ki) and the center of T((G - ui)#) is C for i = I, 2,3. ‘I‘he 
vi are such that vi r C # qj l’ C for i #j where 1 denotes restriction. To see this 
consider why 11)* 1C # $Q 1 C. If K2 is symmetric & maps the roots of K2 to the 
roots of L& where L;1= L2 - v2 and hence Li $ [K,]. However, rj.~~ maps the roots 
of PC2 to the roots of some L’, L’ E [K,] since u1 $ V(K2). The root sets of L; and 
Li must differ in at least one point. If K2 is asymmetric the roots of K2 if not 
mapped to the different sets under q,, and q2 are mapped to the roots of the 
same limb L2 E [K2]. However, by definition (e2(K2)j+ = (L& and since u1 $ 
V(K2), &(KI) =K2 so (&(X2))+ = (L2)+. Ijefine CUE, is2 to be (vi 1 C)O 
(vi’ 1 C) where 0 denotes composition. Clearly Cui E Aut(C), the group of 
automorphisms of C. Since 9,/.~, # &, ar2 # cy3. Since & 1 C # lyl 1 C and & 1 C + 
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q1 1 C9 a2 # 1 # Ed. Thus the order of the subgroup of Aut(C) generated by cu;! 
and R~, (cll,, LYE), is 33. Since Aut(C) is dihedral (al, (Ye) contains a subgroup 
of the rotation group of C. 
?Jnder (4x2, a3) the root sets of K form orbits. This is because [K] on G - ui is 
mapped onto [L] on W - Vi, with K = L. Under this map the root sets of each 
limb of [K] are mapped to the root sets of a limb of [L]. Thus the set of root sets 
of [K] is stabillzed by ( aq2, m3). Hence this set of root sets of [K] partitions into 
orbits under (e2, c~, \. In G - u, u E V(&) the maximal size of the rotation 
group of C can be determined such that each root set of a copy of K can be in an 
orbit of this *group. Let x E V(K). Then in G 0-x a copy of K will appear that is 
not in such an orbit. Since the orbit is known the location of K--x and the 
orientation of K is known. Thus G is reconstructable by (*). This completes the 
proof. Cl 
Suppose C is not the only FBlygonal cleavage unit. Since T(G) is a centered 
tree it has a diameter of order 2K + 1. A radial path in T(G) is a path of vertex 
length K + 1 with C as one end vertex and a pendant vertex of T(G) as the other. 
A limb is radical if it contains a radial path of T(G). Thus, there are at least two 
radial limbs. Gqs with radial boundaries are rudiul gaps. Suppose there are at 
least 3 radial limbs. If there are 3 or more nonradial nonbond limbs then G is 
reconstructable by Lemma 4. 
lcuppose there is a pair {a, b} of vertices of C that are recognizable in every 
G --x: x E P(G). Then G can be reconstructed as in the case C is a bond. 
Otherwise AutGfl F \ti ) 1 C con&ins a rotation automorphism of C. Hence the root 
sets of the K#, [K] a nontree limb class are in maximal orbits. Hence in any 
6 -x, x a nonroot of K, the location of the roots of K - x can be recognized. 
Note that the center of T(G - X) is C since T(G) has at least 3 radial limbs. 
Suppose [K] is a radial limb class. The width and orientation of all K-gaps can 
be determined if there is another limb class or if m(K) 3 3. In the case m(K) 3 3, 
each K-gap L of G can be recognized in G -x, x E P(C) as K -x is a noalimb. 
Let m*(L) be the number of times a K-gap, L, appears in all such G -x’s. Then 
m(L) = m*(L) &m(X) _ 2) r 
where p is ‘Lhe number of pendant vertices of K. 
The root set of K -x is known in G -x by ~FW~OW+ argumcnte If K is 
symmetric then G is reconstructable by (*). Suppose K is asymmetric. The 
orientations of the 2 K-gaps missing in G - x is known. Hence if K - x is rooted in 
a (d- -) K-gap, G is reconstructable by (*). If no K - n is rooted in a (+ -) 
gap, then the missing copy of K and a copy of K closest o a boundary must be 
ndaries of a (+ +) or (- -) gap in which the boundary copy of K is rooted. G 
is reconstructable by (0). 
ere are exactly two ous arguments 
have the property t the root sets 0 
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are in an orbit of length 2 under a rotation group of Aut(G#) 1 C. Further & is 
symmetric. Hence if both radial limbs are treeless, they are isomorphic and this 
case is settled as the bond case with the two &-gaps as limbs and the two copies 
of K1 as the bond vertices. 
Suppose at least one of the radial limbs, &, is treed and let L1 and L2 be the 
two radial gaps. If w(Ll U L,) 2 3, then G can be reconstructed as above. 
Suppose w(& U L2) = 2. There are 2 edges Ev, Ez rooted in L1 U L2 or G is 
reconstructable. Let y E P(E,)) and z E P(E,). In G -x, x E P(K,), it can be 
determined if E,, and Ez are rooted in the same gap. If E,, and Ez are rooted in 
the same gap the ends of this gap can always be reeoghized in G -x so G is 
reconstructable by the methods used in the case C is a bond. 
Suppose E,. and Ez are rooted in L1 and L2 respectively. If either L1 or L2 is 
symmetric, then G is reconstructable as L1 - y is recognizable in G - y. Suppose 
both Lr and L2 are asymmetric. Suppose K1 9 K2, where K1 and K2 are the 
radial limbs. Then in G - y, L2 can be oriented with & and Kz. In G - z, L1 can 
be oriented. Hence in G - yt L2 - y can be recognized and replaced by L2 with 
the proper orientation. Suppose K1 E K*. Then both KY and K2 are treed. In 
G - y, Kt and K2 can be oriented. Hence G is reconstructable from G - x; by (*j. 
Suppose w(L, U L2) = 1. If only one of K1, K2 is tieed, then w(K,) ~2 and G 
is reconstructable as in the case C is a bond, since we can recognize the roots of 
Ki. If both K1 and K2 are treed, then K1 and K2 can be o iented in G - z, where 
z E P(L1 U L2) in the following way, If K1 and K2 are asymmetric then in G - z, 
it can be determined if (K,), is closer to (Kz), or (&)-. ‘Ihen G is 
reconstructable by (*). Suppose only K1 is asymmetric. If w(KJ s w(K,), K2 - y 
can be determined in G - y, y E P(K,), and replaced by Kz to obtain G. Suppose 
w(&) > w(K,). In G -x, n E P(K,) it can be determined if for some y E P(K,), 
whether K2 - y E [KJ. Then by the argument of Lemma 3A for ‘some y E P(K2) 
both copies of K1 have + (-) in the treed gap. Hence wlog K1 has + in the treed 
radial gap L1. Hence in G - X, LI can be recognized and thus (K,)+. Hence G 
can be obtained. 
Suppose w(Ll U L2) = 0. Then G is reconstructable as in the case w(Ll U L,) 2 
3, with L1 and L= 3Flaying the role of the radial limbs unless L1 or L2 is a single 
vertex. Suppose L1 is a vertex z. Since in any G -x, x E P(G), z is recognizable 
and G is easily reconstructable. 
Suppose C is the only cleavage unit in T( GLt) that is a polygon. There are 
nontree limbs, all of which are bonds or this case is settled in [7). Further 
Aut(G#) I@ has a rotation or G is reconstructable as in the case C is a bond. 
duppose tnere is a tree on 3 or more edges. Suppos:: there are trees on fewer 
edges then by the *method of Lemma 4, there is a limb class of trees whose roots 
pa&ion into maximal orbits under a rotation of C. me same is true if there are 
more than three trees with 3 or more edges. Hence G can be reconstructed by 
(*). If there are two 3-edged trees then the pair of roots of these trees can be 
yemg&ed as in the case C is a bond. If there is one 3-edged tree Ts, on& z-edged 
tree T2, and one l-edged tree Tt , this reduces to t e case, C is a bon 
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Hence each tree has s2 edges. Thus [V(C)1 24 or IV(G)1 s 8 and G is 
reconstructable by [4]. Since AElf has a rotation element G* is the union of r 
identical (or alternatingly identical if J = 2) B-paths of length 
I v(c)+1 =- 9 
r 
where r is the maximal rotational orbit length. 
A S-path being a sequence of edges and bonds such that successive lements 
are adjacent. Choose x E V(C) such that the number of bonds in G 0-x is 
maximal. Suppose there remain at least two bonds, K1 and &. Let Q be the 
longest simple path in G -x, connecting bond vertices  and t of bonds K, and K1 
respectively. Let Q1, Q2, l . . , Qp: be the sequence of identical (altematingly 
identical if I = 2) B-paths in Q of length l, where s is an end of Qi. 
The missing segment of C joining t and s is known since each Qi is identical 
(altematingly identical if I = 2), the number of complete Qi in the list is known 
and their order, and the segment of a Qi containing K2 and t are known. Every 
bond vertex is not treed or G is reconstructable by (*)- Hence x can be chosen so 
that, x is adjacent o such a bond vertex y. 
Hence in G -x, s can be chosen as treeless. The deleted segment of C can be 
adjoined to s with the proper orientation and composition since the Qi sequence 
startiig with Q1 is known. The tree at x is also known by the remaining segments 
of that tree in G -x (I vertex, 2 vertices, or i edge). Thus this tree can be 
reattached to X. 
Let v be the end of the segment +s or X. The proper vertex LZ in the tree rooted 
in t must be identified with V. The length of the path from t to u is known as the 
Qi sequence is known. There are at least two paths Pi and Pz with u1 and u2 
possible u or we are done. Let c be the cutvertex of the tree rooted in t most 
distant from t that would separate crl and u2. 
Let & and $ be the subtrees rooted in c containing u1 and u2. One of these is 
to be a tree in (3, so a tree on at least 3 edges is the tree containing u. If & and & 
are root isomorphic we are done so & is an edge and & a 2-path. 
If the divalent vertex of $ is u then two edge trees of G are created. Otherwise 
a new 20tree is created and this difference is sufficient o reconstruct G. 
Suppose there is a third path P3 with u3 a possible u. Let c be the closest 
separating vertex. Since two of the Ui are in a tree at c, u can be distinguished. If
only one bond K1 appears in a G -x with a maximal number of bonds argue as 
above with K1 = K2 and s and t the ends of &. If C is the only cleavage unit in 
V(G#), then C is reconstructable by [4]. 
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